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Abstract

With scalable video coding that provides fine-granular quality degradation, such as fine granularity scalability (FGS)

and progressive FGS (PFGS), or H.264 scalable video coding’s (SVC) adaptive reference FGS (AR-FGS) coding, video

can flexibly be streamed to receivers of heterogeneous bandwidths. However, the transmitted video is only efficiently

encoded when the transmission bit rate is in the vicinity of the encoding bit rate. In this paper, we develop and evaluate a

comprehensive suite of network-aware adaptive bitstream switching policies for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint

streaming of fine granular scalable coded video to address this coding efficiency issue. Our approach stores a small number

of encodings (versions) with different encoding bit rates for each video sequence and estimates the reconstructed quality

using the motion activity levels of the underlying visual content (or, in general, any content descriptor(s) that highly

correlate with the reconstructed quality). For unicast streaming, we then: (i) adaptively switch between the different

encodings at the server, to improve the reconstructed video quality and (ii) adaptively drop packets during network

congestion to ensure fairness between multiple unicast streams. For multicast streaming, we also adaptively switch between

the different encodings to maximize the average video quality. Our adaptive bitstream switching policies consider the visual

content descriptors as well as the network channel variability, while requiring only sample points from the rate-distortion

curve of the video stream. From our extensive simulations with PFGS coding, we find that our adaptive unicast

bitstream switching policy achieves on average a 0.8 dB improvement over the optimal non-adaptive streaming for a

diverse 200-shot sequence from Star Wars IV. We have also verified our key findings with the latest scalable video coding

standard, H.264 SVC.
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1. Introduction

A key challenge of video delivery is to regulate the
video transmission rate according to the network’s
and receiver’s capabilities, i.e., to adapt the video
transmission in a network- and client-aware man-
ner. A potential approach for network- and client-
aware video adaptation is the so-called simulcast
or bitstream switching technique, which encodes
.
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a given video at many different rates, i.e., into
different versions, and then transmits the version
with the highest rate that fits into the available
network bandwidth. These techniques, while simple,
have a number of significant drawbacks, such as the
encoding of an impractically large number of
versions (on the order of several tens of versions
are required to adapt a Mbps video at the
granularity of 100Kbps). Also, there is no flexibility
to scale down the bit rate/video quality of a stream
during network transport, unless typically compu-
tationally demanding transcoding is performed at
intermediate network nodes. Bitstream switching
can also be applied over versions of different coding
schemes, but an increase in the computational
complexity of video decoding is inevitable [2–4].
Scalable (layered) video coding overcomes these
drawbacks by encoding a video into a base layer
and several enhancement layers. The base layer
represents the basic video quality, which is typically
transmitted with higher protection (often achieved
with unequal error protection), and the enhance-
ment layers, which are transmitted with lower
protection, gradually improve the video quality
[5–8]. A key limitation of layered video coding is
that the video bit rate can only be adapted at the
granularity of complete enhancement layers, where-
by the number of layers is typically limited to a
small number (at most 4–5 in practical encoders)
resulting in rather coarse rate adaptation. Fine
granularity layered coding techniques overcome this
shortcoming by encoding the video into one base
layer and one enhancement layer, whereby the
enhancement layer bit rate can be finely adapted
[6,9]. This flexibility in bit rate adaptation comes at
the expense of relatively low compression efficiency.
Progressive fine granularity scalability (PFGS)
coding (also called two-loop fine granularity scal-
ability (FGS) coding) overcomes this disadvantage
and provides generally good compression efficiency
as well as high flexibility in adapting the enhance-
ment layer bit rate [10,11]. We verify our key PFGS
findings with the H.264 adaptive reference FGS
(AR-FGS) encoder [12] to assert that the same
switching principles apply to state-of-the-art FGS
schemes.

FGS coding makes it possible to encode the
enhancement layer of the video with one (high, say
2Mbps) bit rate and then to flexibly transmit the
enhancement layer at any lower bit rate. However,
there are compression inefficiencies: for transmission

at a low bit rate (say around 1 Mbps) the video could
be coded (with the PFGS codec) much more

efficiently by employing an enhancement layer

encoding bit rate in the vicinity of the transmission

bit rate. We quantify this efficiency gain achieved by

selecting the encoding bit rate reasonably close to the

actual transmission bit rate in Section 3.2 and

demonstrate that it can reach on the order of

4 dB for some visual contents. We also verify in
Section 3.2, that for AR-FGS the quality gain can
reach up to 1.8 dB for the same content. In
summary, PFGS encoding—and, in general, any
SNR scalable coding concept known today—is only
optimized for the rate that is used during the
encoding process [1,13]. Essentially all existing
studies on PFGS video streaming have ignored the
important aspect of the encoding bit rate selection
and focus primarily on modeling the rate-distortion
(R-D) characteristics of a given encoding or the
optimal selection of the transmission bit rate based
on the R-D model of one encoding [14,15].

Our main contribution in this paper is to develop
and evaluate a comprehensive framework of net-
work-aware adaptive bitstream switching policies
for the streaming of scalable (layered) coded video.
Our adaptive bitstream switching policies exploit
video content features and cover common unicast
and multicast streaming scenarios. While our
framework applies generally to a wide range of
scalable (layered) video coding schemes, to fix ideas,
we focus on PFGS coding in our specific problem
formulations. We optimally select the values of the
encoding parameters, depending on visual content
and network (channel) conditions so as to maximize
the reconstructed video quality. Hence, we propose
network-aware techniques for multimedia delivery
using in-network processing application that utilizes
the visual content descriptors, which can be stored
at the video server for multimedia indexing as well
as delivery adaptation. Specifically, in the context of
PFGS streaming, we optimally adapt the enhance-
ment layer encoding bit rate. To the best of our
knowledge, this important encoding parameter
setting problem has to date only been observed in
[13] but no solution has been proposed, as detailed
in Section 1.1. Our main approach is to pre-encode
a given video with fine granularity scalable coding
(such as PFGS coding) into a small number of
versions with different encoding parameter values
(e.g., different enhancement layer coding bit rates in
the case of PFGS coding). In a sense, our approach
combines simulcast with scalable coding. In contrast
to simulcast, which requires many versions to adapt
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the video bit rate to the available transmission rate,
our approach requires only a small number of
versions (about five versions are sufficient to
achieve reasonable gains). The storage overhead
of these encoding versions is negligible due to
minimal hardware cost of current storage devices.
Our approach achieves the adaptation to the
available transmission bit rate by first selecting
the encoding version (with the appropriate value
of the encoding parameter) according to the
current network (channel) condition and the current
visual content descriptor, and then relying on the
enhancement layer adaptation for fine tuning the
transmission rate.

Key distinctions of our work are: (i) that we
exploit the video content descriptors that show a
high correlation with the reconstructed quality,
(ii) that we develop and evaluate a suite of adaptive
bitstream switching policies that augment existing
unicast streaming, link rate regulation, and multi-
cast schemes and are therefore of particular
relevance to the application layer in network-aware
multimedia services, (iii) that our adaptive policies
do not require any modification to existing layer
decoders; the minor added complexity is only in the
video server, and (iv) the proposed adaptive bit-
stream switching policies are flexible enough to be
applied for many transmission scenarios that use
layered coding schemes (with any encoding para-
meters that control the enhancement layer rate and
quality) and many visual content descriptors that
can be used to estimate the reconstructed quality.
Our previous study in [16,17] demonstrates that a
number of visual content descriptors can be used to
predict the quality degradation due to lossy packet
transmission.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents overviews of the PFGS video encoder, and
the AR-FGS encoder of the H.264 scalable video
coding (SVC) standard which are used for the
illustration of our adaptive bitstream switching
framework. Section 3 discusses the mathematical
problem formulation of video transmission from
the perspective of the video server, when multiple
layered encoded video versions of different visual
content descriptors are used for transmission.
Section 4 explains a comprehensive suite of adaptive
bitstream switching policies for unicast, link opti-
mization, and multicasting streaming schemes
and their impact on the reconstructed qualities for
each receiver. Section 5 presents simulation results
for the proposed adaptive bitstream switching
policies. We summarize the main conclusions in
Section 6.

1.1. Related work

The important problem of adjusting the enhance-
ment layer encoding rate for streaming PFGS video
has been noted in [13] where a transcoding approach
is developed that lowers the enhancement layer
encoding rate of an encoding with a higher encoding
rate to make the encoding more efficient for
transmission at lower bit rates. In [18], a technique
for frame-level bitstream switching using PFGS
coding was proposed. Frame types similar to the SI
and SP frames of H.264 coding were proposed,
which reduce the compression efficiency. In addi-
tion, this technique adds computational resources to
the existing PFGS encoders and decoders.

The visual content typically varies between video
scenes (or video shots) of different actions and
genres, especially for movie contents. The study of
the reconstructed qualities for these visual contents
has received relatively little attention in efforts to
improve the application layer quality of service
(QoS) of video streaming [2,15]. Video streaming
can effectively exploit the available network re-
sources by adapting to the visual content variability
as well as the variability of the available network
bandwidth. Conventional techniques for network-
aware video streaming optimize utility metrics that
are based on the rates of the receivers [14,19–22].
Some other techniques employ low-level visual
content features, such as the frame-type of the
video stream [23]. The frame-type is extracted from
the syntax of the video stream and shows only low
correlation with actual visual content descriptors
(expressed by MPEG-7 descriptors [24–27]), which
we consider in our study. The study [17] presents
and evaluates adaptive streaming mechanisms,
which are based on the visual content features, for
non-scalable (single-layer) encoded video, whereby
the adaptation is achieved by selectively dropping
B-frames. The present study is complementary to
[1,17] in that we consider scalable (layered) encoded
video and develop content-based network-aware
streaming mechanisms for layered encoded video.

Bandwidth adaptation has been identified as an
essential requirement for video multicasting over the
Internet [28,29]. In layered multicasting schemes,
each receiver subscribes to layers based on its
capabilities, see e.g. [30]. One of the key issues
for layered multicast schemes is the intersession
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fairness [31,32]. Hybrid adaptation layered multi-
cast (HALM) is a recent protocol that outperforms
other layer multicasting protocols by allowing
adaptation at the video server, in addition to
adaptation at the receivers [21,29,33]. HALM is
most suitable for video streams coded using FGS or
PFGS because of their simple real-time rate
adaptation. Initially, the receivers predict their
own available bandwidth (using a mathematical
model, e.g., [34,35]) and use this prediction to join
the appropriate multicasting group. The video
server then receives these predictions in the form
of real-time control protocol (RTCP) reports, and
uses these predictions to assign transmission rates to
each layer so as to maximize the average bit rate
fairness index. In this study, we propose an
extension to the HALM protocol by optimizing
the transmission through bitstream switching using
the reconstructed qualities.

2. Overview of PFGS coding and H.264 SVC’s AR-

FGS

PFGS improves bandwidth efficiency over the
FGS scheme through motion compensation from
reconstructed enhancement layer frames [10,11].
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the PFGS codec
where the base layer stream is coded using an
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Fig. 1. Encoder structure of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC-PFGS (we used

originally named H.26L).
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC codec. There are two predic-
tions at the enhancement layer: a low quality
prediction, which is reconstructed from the under-
lying base layer, and a high-quality prediction,
which is reconstructed from the previous enhance-
ment layer frame. The macroblocks of the current
enhancement layer frame can be coded with
reference to the high or low-quality prediction
[11]. In Fig. 1, two switches (s1 and s2) select the
reference for motion compensation and reconstruc-
tion. The residue after prediction is discrete cosine
transformed (DCT), followed by bit plane coding
similar to the FGS scheme [9]. Only the first a(t) bits
(whereby a(t) represents the bit budget of the
enhancement layer frame) are used to reconstruct
the enhancement reference for the next frame. If the
enhancement layer bitstream is truncated due to
channel bandwidth fluctuations, the decoder recon-
structs a degraded image, compared to the trans-
mitted image. This results in a drifting error at the
decoder until receiving an I-frame. In other words, a
drifting error occurs if the enhancement layer
transmission rate r is less than the encoding rate a,
which is referred to as a(t) in Fig. 1. The
enhancement layer-coding rate represents the en-
coding parameter a of the PFGS codec. In the case
of other fine granularity layer coding techniques, a
denotes the encoding parameter(s) that controls the
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generation of different versions of the enhancement
layer bitstream.

The latest H.264 SVC standard’s AR-FGS coding
mode [12], is a fine granularity video coder for low-
delay applications. More specifically, temporal
prediction is employed in the FGS layer of closed-
loop P frames. The weighted prediction is formed
adaptively from the enhancement layer reference
and the base layer reference. In this work, we use
AR-FGS with even weighted prediction in the
JSVM 7.13 implementation to verify that our PFGS
findings are also generally valid for state-of-the-art
FGS encoding. We note that new flexible scalability
concepts are emerging, for instance, in the context
of the new H.264 SVC standard, such as medium
grain scalability (MGS), which may provide suffi-
cient flexibility for the use in the proposed adaptive
bitstream switching of scalable video. Contrary to
FGS, which supports network abstraction layer unit
(NALU) truncation with bit granularity, MGS will
offer a restricted number of truncation points for
NALUs. Since bitstreams contain many NALUs,
this medium truncation flexibility will still offer
enough bit rate adaptation flexibility for streaming
applications while being less complex than FGS.
Both FGS and MGS are based on the same
underlying motion compensation prediction struc-
ture, which limits decoder drift due to truncation
while at the same time offering high rate-distortion
efficiency. The detailed evaluation of adaptive
bitstream switching of such scalability concepts that
are still under development is left for future work.

To illustrate the performance of the PFGS codec
as a function of the enhancement layer transmission
rate r, we present encoding results for the first
15min of the Star Wars IV movie, which contain a
reasonable amount of content diversity. We con-
sider the reconstructed qualities for video shots of
different visual contents. Video shots are the
minimal logical video sequence of the underlying
movie. Automatic shot detection techniques have
been extensively studied and simple shot detection
algorithms are available [36]. We identified 200
video shots in the Star Wars IV excerpt. While we
focus on motion-related content descriptors in this
paper, the proposed techniques generally apply to
any content descriptors that have high correlation
with reconstructed visual qualities. The intensity of
the motion activity in a video shot is represented by
a scalar value, which ranges from 1 for a low level of
motion to 5 for a high level of motion, and
correlates well with the human perception of the
level of motion in the video shot [25,27]. For each
video shot, 10 human subjects estimated the
perceived motion activity levels according to the
guidelines presented in [26]. Alternatively, auto-
matic extraction mechanisms, e.g., [17,26,27], could
be used. The QCIF (176� 144) video format was
used, with a frame rate of 30 fps, and an I-frame
coded every 25 P-frames. The video shots were
coded using a quantization scale of 28 (which is
selected to obtain a base layer rate of about
100Kbps).

Fig. 2 shows the average reconstructed qualities
Qb(r,a,l), where r represents the enhancement layer
transmission rate, a represents a(t) in Fig. 1, i.e., the
enhancement layer encoding rate, b represents
the base layer rate ( ¼ 100Kbps), and l represents
the motion activity level of the underlying video
shot. To generate these curves, we extracted lower
bit rate streams by truncating each encoded video
frame (picture) at the bit value corresponding to the
transmission rate r. More specifically, with a
transmission rate r bit/s and a frame rate of 30
frames/s, each frame was truncated to r/30 bit. In
the case of r ¼ 0, the reconstructed quality is
obtained by decoding the base layer stream and
this base layer quality can be of any PSNR value
depending primarily on the color complexity of the
video shot. (In particular, the base layer quality is
responsible for activity level 1 achieving a higher
reconstructed quality than activity level 5 in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 5, we remove this base layer dependency.)
Importantly, we observe that the relationship
between Qb(r,a,l) and r can be approximated by a
spline function in the range of rA[0,1800]. The non-
linearity in the range of rA[1800,2000] is due to the
significance of the least bit planes in the recon-
structed quality. This effect is more apparent in
shots of low motion activity levels, where many
frame blocks are predicted from previously recon-
structed enhancement layer frames. The results of
Fig. 2 show the significance of the drifting error for
two different encoding parameter values a and shots
of different motion activity level l. These results
motivate us to use multiple encoding versions to
improve the reconstructed qualities.

3. Definitions and foundations

In this section, we present the basic definitions
and the problem formulation for our framework of
adaptive bitstream switching policies for scalable
encoded video. The video-streaming server has
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Fig. 2. Reconstructed video quality Q as a function of enhancement layer transmission rate r for different motion activity levels l,
enhancement layer encoding rate a ¼ 1 and 2Mbps, fixed.
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a limited capacity R, which may represent the
capacity of the link connecting the video server to
the network. This limited capacity R can be shared
among multiple video streams that are transmitted
using unicast and multicast scenarios.

3.1. Basic terminology and problem formulation

As summarized in Table 1, we let a denote the
value of the encoding parameter that controls the
bit rate of the enhancement layer, and let l denote
the visual content descriptor of the transmitted
video sequence. The base layer rate is referred to as
b, the enhancement layer transmission rate as r, and
the aggregate rate of both base layer and enhance-
ment layer as c. We let Qb(r,a,l) denote the average
reconstructed quality, and denote the quality
degradation DQb(r,a,l) ¼ (Qb(a,a,l)�Qb(r,a,l))/
Qb(a,a,l). Q̄bða; lÞ denotes the average recon-
structed quality for video multicasting (using M

enhancement layers), and Q̄ðRÞ denotes the average
reconstructed quality for the video streams that
share the limited video server capacity R. We note
that a and l could be more general and denote any
general set of encoding parameters and content
descriptors in our framework. In the presented
formulation, we restrict ourselves to one encoding
parameter and one content descriptor, and yet more
specifically, focus on the PFGS enhancement layer
coding rate and motion activity descriptors.
The streaming of J scalable video streams at the
video server with adaptation of the encoding
parameters to maximize the average reconstructed
quality can in general be formulated as the
optimization problem:

ða;bÞ� ¼ argmax
ðbj ;ajÞ

XJ

j¼1

Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ

( )
, (1)

subject to:

RX

XJ

j¼1

cj and rj ¼ minfaj ; cj � bjg,

whereby

ða;bÞ� ¼ ðða1;b1Þ
�; ða2;b2Þ

�; . . . ; ðaJ ;bJ Þ
�
Þ

with aj 2 fan
j : n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Ng

and bj 2 fb
k
j : k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Kg.

This problem formulation can determine the coding
parameter settings that maximize the sum of the
average reconstructed stream qualities. This is a
natural maximization objective that is widely
considered a basic optimization goal for streaming
multiple video streams. A further refined, although
significantly more complex optimization goal would
be to maximize the sum of the average reconstructed
qualities while assuring a fair allocation of network
resources to the individual streams. Such a refined
optimization is left for future work. The complexity
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Table 1

Summary of basic notations

Variable Definition

a Value of the encoding parameter. For PFGS stream, this refers to enhancement layer encoding rate; a(t) in Fig. 1 (bps)

l Value of the content descriptor (such as motion activity level) of the underlying video shot

b Base layer encoding rate (bps)

Qb (r,a,l) Average reconstructed quality for base layer of rate b (Kbps), enhancement layer transmission rate r, enhancement layer

encoding parameter value a, and content descriptor l of the underlying video shot. The average reconstructed quality is

measured as the average Y-PSNR of the frames in the considered video. (dB)

K Number of different base layer encodings

N Number of different enhancement layer encodings

J Number of video streams sharing the communication link

M Number of multicast layers

R Rate constraint of the shared link resources (i.e., the capacity of the video server) (bps)

DQb (r,a,l) Quality degradation at rate r, calculated as (Qb (a,a,l)- Qb (r,a,l))/Qb (a,a,l)
Dr Amount of rate regulation, calculated as (a�r)/a
a* Enhancement layer encoding rate that produces the maximum average reconstructed quality (bps)

b* Base layer encoding rate that produces the maximum average reconstructed quality (bps)

rj Optimal transmission rate of video stream j, for PFGS video streams sharing a communication resource (bps)

c Expected receiver bandwidth (bps)

cm The aggregate bit rate of the first m multicast layers (bps)

pm The probability that the expected bandwidth (r) of a receiver is between cm and cm+1

Q̄bða; lÞ Average reconstructed quality for base layer rate b, enhancement layer encoding rate a, and l for the content descriptor of

the underlying video shot. (dB)

Q̄ðRÞ Average reconstructed quality for rate constraint R (dB)

O.A. Lotfallah et al. / Signal Processing: Image Communication 22 (2007) 809–832 815
and storage requirement of Problem (1) are already
quite large. The computational complexity using
exhaustive search techniques is on the order of
O(JKN). The storage requirement of the video
server in order to provide the video encodings with
the K different base layer and N different enhance-
ment layer rates is also on the order of O(JKN). In
the following sections, we consider special cases of
this general streaming problem with focus on
reducing the computational/storage requirements.

In this study, we analyze the visual content using
the motion activity level as defined in the MPEG-7
standard [25]. Also, we have chosen the PFGS scheme
for video coding due to its fine granularity feature and
efficiency. The above streaming server problem
provides a general framework that can accommodate
many content descriptors and many video coding
schemes. Our objective is to design adaptive streaming
mechanisms that place the overhead on the video
server and work with the existing decoders.

3.2. Foundations for point-to-point (unicast)

streaming

In this section, we focus on an individual unicast
video stream and remove the subscript j of aj

n, bj
k,
rj, and lj. Multiple unicast streams sharing a
common resource are considered in Section 3.3.

3.2.1. Selecting the enhancement layer encoding rate

We first illustrate the significance of selecting an
appropriate value for the enhancement layer encod-
ing rate an for the reconstructed quality, and
subsequently formulate the corresponding special
case of the video streaming problem (Eq. 1). (The
superscript k of b is removed since a single base
layer is used for this special case). We present the
tradeoffs in selecting the enhancement layer encod-
ing rate a for the video shots in the first 15min of
Star Wars IV in Fig. 3A. We have coded these shots
using a fixed base layer rate (about 100Kbps) and
different enhancement layer encoding rates an,
n ¼ 1, y, N. We compare the average recon-
structed qualities of PFGS encodings with different
an, by plotting quality difference curves of
two PFGS encodings Qb(r,a

n,l)�Qb(r,a
n+1,l).

Qb(r,a
n,l) represents the average reconstructed

quality for all video shots of motion activity level
l. If the enhancement layer transmission rate r is
slightly higher than an

¼ 1Mbps (see, e.g., case
(1M-2M) for r ¼ 1.2Mbps in Fig. 3A(a)), the
reconstructed qualities for all motion activity levels
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are higher for the PFGS encoding with encoding
rate an

¼ 1Mbps, as indicated by the positive
quality difference. In other words, for such a case
(i.e., the available enhancement transmission layer
rate is 1.2Mbps) the video server is better off
transmitting the video stream with a lower encoding
rate (i.e., 1Mbps) than the channel can offer
(1.2Mbps) in order to achieve higher reconstructed
quality. If the enhancement layer transmission rate
is much higher than 1Mbps, significant quality
degradation is incurred using the PFGS encoding
with an

¼ 1Mbps, as indicated by the negative
quality difference, i.e., a higher reconstructed
quality is achieved with the an+1

¼ 2Mbps encod-
ing. We observe from Fig. 3A that for video shots of
low motion (activity 1) coding inefficiencies up to
4 dB are incurred by transmitting an encoding with
an
¼ 2Mbps at rate of 1.2Mbps over streaming an

encoding with an
¼ 1Mbps, underscoring the im-

portance of appropriate encoding rate selection as a
function of the visual content.

In Fig. 3A, we define the critical point as the rate
at which adapting the video streaming from
encoding rate an to encoding rate an+1 can improve
the reconstructed qualities. These critical points are
located at the intersection between the plotted
curves and the x-axis. Note that the critical point
for high motion activity levels is located at a lower
rate compared to the critical points of lower motion
activity levels. This effect is related to the bit plane
coding technique used in the PFGS codec. The
reconstructed qualities of shots of high motion
activities are monotonically increased as the number
of bit planes is increased, which can be provided by
PFGS streams with encoding rate an+14an. Com-
paring the curves in Fig. 3A, we observe that as the
difference between an and an+1 becomes smaller, the
critical points move closer to an+1. In addition, the
maximum quality difference slightly decreases as the
value of (an+1

�an) becomes smaller. For small rates
such as 500Kbps, the video stream for two different
enhancement layer encoding rates (an and an+1)
depends on the method of tuning the s1 and s2
switches in Fig. 1. This results in better recon-
structed quality for encodings with an+14an at a
small rate. As the rate increases, this effect
diminishes and the reconstructed quality for encod-
ings with anoan+1 improves; see the slight ‘‘dips’’ in
Fig. 3A around a rate of 500Kbps.

To verify that identical principles apply to the
newest scalable video encoding standard H.264
SVC, we have encoded all 200 shots of each motion
activity level in the AR-FGS mode [12]. This mode
is designed to improve FGS rate distortion effi-
ciency, in particular of P frames. We employ similar
encoder configuration settings as for PFGS, i.e., one
I frame is encoded every 25 P-frames but we use the
quantization scale 48 for the base layer. The
different encoding rates that we use are an

¼ 50,
75 kbps and an ¼ 1

¼ 100 kbps for motion activity
level 1, and rates an

¼ 75, 100, and 125 and
an ¼ 1

¼ 150 kbps for activity levels 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Fig. 3B(a) and (b) depicts quality difference curves
grouped per motion activity level. We group the
quality difference curves in this manner to show
how quality differences evolve within a motion
activity level contrary to Fig. 3A where quality
difference curves are bundled according to enhance-
ment encoding rate differences. As in Fig. 3A, we
observe that the maximum of quality differences
decreases with the activity level. Furthermore, it is
clear that for AR-FGS encodings with different
encoding rates, there exist transmission bit rate
ranges where streams with lower encoding rates
than the transmission rate result in substantial
positive quality differences. We observe this for
each activity level. Therefore, in the case of AR-
FGS, the average reconstructed quality of a video
stream transmitted at a prescribed rate can be
improved by switching to the video encoding with
the appropriate encoding rate. The intersection
points between the quality difference curves and
the x-axis are the critical points at which switching
increases the average video quality within a
particular motion activity level.

We also verify the quality difference principle
with AR-FGS for the standard sequences Bus,
Football, Foreman, and Mobile. The quality
difference curves obtained for two encodings
of these sequences at 256 and 512Kbps are
depicted in Fig. 3B(c). The Foreman and Mobile
sequences, which have low motion activity levels,
result in the highest quality differences up to
1.65 dB, while the Bus and Football sequences,
which have increasing motion activity levels, have
maximum quality differences of 1.23 and 0.94 dB,
respectively.

If a single base layer encoding (with base layer
rate b) is stored at the video server and the focus is
on determining the optimal enhancement layer rate,
the original streaming problem, Eq. (1), can be
simplified to

a� ¼ argmax
an
fQbðr; an; lÞg, (2)
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subject to:

r ¼ minfan; c� bg; with n ¼ 1; . . . ;N.

This problem formulation selects the best value
for an encoding parameter (in particular, the
enhancement layer encoding rate a for PFGS
streaming) given the enhancement layer transmis-
sion rate r, the base layer rate b, and the visual
content of the underlying video sequence l. The
computational complexity and the storage require-
ments of this problem are O(N). In Section 4, we
present a detailed explanation of a potential
solution technique for this problem.

3.2.2. Selecting the base layer rate

To examine the impact of the base layer rate bk

on adaptive streaming, we first present the recon-
structed qualities of the video shots of the first
15min of Star Wars IV movie, assuming a fixed
enhancement layer encoding rate of a ¼ 1Mbps,
and proceed to present the corresponding special
case of the general optimization problem. (Note
that all subscripts for a are removed since a single
enhancement layer encoding is used for this special
case.) We coded these shots using different quanti-
zation scales q to generate different bit rates at the
base layer. Fig. 4 shows the reconstructed qualities
for various base layer rates bk. The depicted rates
represent the total (or cumulative) rate of the base
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layer and the corresponding enhancement layer
transmission rate, while the quality represents the
average reconstructed quality for all video shots of
motion activity level l. The results show that the
reconstructed quality is monotonically increasing as
the base layer rate is increasing. For large video
transmission rate (i.e., the aggregate transmission
rate is around a+bk), most video encodings result in
very comparable reconstructed qualities. Increasing
the base layer rate has an adverse effect on the
ability to regulate video streams during the journey
from the video server to the destination. Hence, the
selection of the appropriate video encodings with
different base layer rates is limited by the expected
rate regulation during the video transmission.

For unicast communication, assuming that the
video server stores a single enhancement layer
encoding (with rate a) for each base layer encoding
(with base layer rate bk), the streaming problem,
Eq. (1), simplifies to

b� ¼ argmax
bk
fQbk ðr; a; lÞg, (3)

subject to:

r ¼ minfa; c� bk
g; with k ¼ 1; . . . ;K .

The best base layer rate b* can be specified given
the enhancement layer transmission rate r, the
encoding parameter (enhancement layer encoding
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rate a for PFGS stream), and the visual content
descriptor of the underlying video sequence l. The
computational complexity and the storage require-
ment of this problem are O(K). The storage
requirement equals 2K (K base layer encodings
and the corresponding K enhancement layer encod-
ings, whereby each enhancement layer has the fixed
encoding rate a that corresponds to one of the K

base layers), while the storage requirement of
solving the streaming problem Eq. (2) is N+1
(one base layer encodings and N enhancement layer
encodings).

The problem of specifying the best combination
of enhancement layer and base layer encoding rates
for a single unicast stream can be formulated as

ða�;b�Þ ¼ arg max
ðan;bk

Þ

fQbk ðr; an; lÞg (4)

subject to:

r ¼ minfan; c� bk
g; with n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N and

k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K .

This problem requires the enhancement layer
transmission rate r and the visual content descriptor
of the underlying video sequence l. The computa-
tional complexity and storage requirement of this
problem are O(NK).
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3.3. Foundations for multiplexing unicast streams:

content-dependent quality degradation due to packet

drops

In this section, we address the video streaming
optimization for multiple unicast streams sharing a
common networking resource. The basic underlying
observation is that enhancement layer rate regula-
tion at the video server has different visual impacts
if video packets carry visual content of different
motion activity levels. We illustrate this effect by
transforming the results in Fig. 2 into rate regula-
tion and corresponding visual quality degradation
in Fig. 5. The rate regulation represents the
reduction in the enhancement layer transmission
rate due to the packet drops at the bottleneck (or,
equivalently, the packet loss ratio of the enhance-
ment layer) normalized by the enhancement layer
encoding rate aj, i.e., a rate regulation value of 1
represents the complete dropping of the enhance-
ment layer. The quality degradation represents
the ratio of the reduction in the reconstructed
quality (due to the rate reduction) to the quality
of the enhancement layer with encoding rate a,
i.e., we define quality degradation at rate rj as
ðQbj
ðaj ; aj ; ljÞ �Qbj

ðrj ; aj ; ljÞÞ=Qbj
ðaj ; aj ; ljÞ, whereby

the amount of rate regulation is (aj�rj)/aj. Note that
the maximum quality degradation (achieved for a
rate regulation value of (1) corresponds to the
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reception of only the base layer stream. Fig. 5 shows
the quality degradation as a function of the amount
of rate regulation for shots of different motion
activity levels. The rate regulation of shots of high
motion activity levels reduces the reconstructed
quality relatively less compared to the rate regula-
tions of shots of lower motion activity levels. This
difference in quality degradation is due to the
difference in the motion estimation loops that are
used for shots of different motion activity levels. In
a shot with higher motion activity, a larger fraction
of the enhancement layer blocks is motion estimated
with reference to the base layer frame. Hence, the
quality degradation due to enhancement layer rate
regulation is relatively smaller for shots of high
motion activity levels. Conversely, in shots with a
lower level of motion, a larger fraction of the
enhancement layer blocks are motion estimated
with reference to the preceding enhancement layer
frame, resulting in more severe quality degradation
due to rate regulation.

The problem of transmitting multiple video
streams at the video server or intermediate nodes
can be formulated as a link optimization over the
shared video streams to determine the regulated
enhancement layer transmission rates rj, whereby
the appropriate encoding parameter values (a*,b*)
would typically have been previously determined at
the video server using the optimization problems
expressed in Eqs. (2), (3), or (4). The following
equations represent such link optimization problem:

r� ¼ argmax
rj

XJ

j¼1

Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ

( )
, (5)

subject to:

RX

XJ

j¼1

rj ; 0prjprj ; rj ¼ minfaj ; cj � bjg.

The above optimization problem can be consid-
ered as the link optimization part of the original
streaming problem, Eq. (1). This link optimization
can be used by the video streaming server as well as
intermediate nodes that represent proxy servers
(which might be used for rate regulation between
wired and wireless links). The solution to this
optimization can be used to determine the appro-
priate enhancement layer rates rj that result in the
maximum average reconstructed quality for a given
link resource R. In order to accurately optimize the
link resources, the proposed solution needs to have
access to an approximation of Qbj

ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ for each
shared video stream. This approximation is already
stored in the video server to be used for determining
the optimal encoding parameter values, and can be
transmitted along with RTCP packets to intermedi-
ate nodes. We recommend to send this approxima-
tion during the early stages of video streaming
(i.e., with the first few packets), which can be
intercepted by some intermediate nodes that
understand the RTP/RTCP transmission protocol
and subsequently use this approximation to im-
prove the average reconstructed qualities for videos
sharing resources at these routers. The computa-
tional complexity of solving this optimization is of
order O(J).

We evaluate the performance of our rate regula-
tion policies using the average reconstructed quali-
ties of the streams and the quality fairness indices
for the individual streams. The average recon-
structed quality Q̄ðRÞ can be expressed as

Q̄ðRÞ ¼
1

J

XJ�1
j¼0

Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ,

RX

XJ�1
j¼0

rj ; 0prjprj, ð6Þ

where R represents the rate constraint on the
communication link (which is also denoted as
TCP_AVR), and rj represents the enhancement
layer rate for each individual PFGS video stream
after applying the rate regulation. We calculate the
quality fairness index for video stream j based on
the reconstructed quality ratios as

Fairness_IndexðjÞ ¼
Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ

Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ

, (7)

where Qbj
ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ represents the maximum recon-

structed quality for video stream j, which can be
obtained with the maximum enhancement layer
transmission rate of rj Kbps. This fairness index
considers the QoS from the application layer
respective. It is therefore better suited for video
streaming than the existing fairness indices that
evaluate the bandwidth fairness, which does not
correlate linearly with the application layer QoS.

3.4. Foundations for multicasting: normalized rate

regulation and normalized quality degradation

In this section, we present the foundations for our
adaptive multicast streaming mechanism of multiple
encodings of a video sequence, each encoded with a
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different enhancement layer encoding rate an. We
remove the subscript j of aj

n, bj
k, and lj for the

considered case of multicasting a single video. We
remove the superscript k of bj

k since a single base
layer is used for this multicasting. During the video
transmission, the effective bandwidth varies dyna-
mically. Multicasting protocols, such as HALM
[21,33], dynamically adjust the enhancement layer
transmission rates for each layer of the multicast
tree. The challenging issue is to take into account
the reconstructed visual qualities while adapting the
encoding rate an so that the average reconstructed
qualities are improved. We consider the visual
content descriptors, expressed as l, of the video
sequence for the adaptation. We denote the quality
of the base layer (which is constant) by Qb(0,a

n,l),
the number of multicast layers by M, and the
aggregate bit rate of the first m multicast layers by
cm. In addition, pm represents the probability that
the expected bandwidth ri of a receiver is between
cm and cm+1, i.e., pm ¼ P{cmpriocm+1} and
pM ¼ P{cMpri}. If the aggregate bit rate of the first
m multicast layers is below the encoding rate, i.e.,
cmpan, then the quality of multicast layer m is
obtained using Qb (cm,a

n,l), whereas multicast
layers with cmXan achieve the same quality as Qb

(an,an,l). Formally, we let l denote the highest
indexed multicast layer with an aggregate rate cm

less than or equal the encoding rate an, i.e., l ¼

max{m:cmpan}. With this definition, the average
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reconstructed quality Q̄bða
n; lÞ for an encoding rate

an can be expressed as

Q̄bða
n; lÞ ¼ p0Qbð0; a

n; lÞ þ
Xl

m¼1

pmQbðcm; an; lÞ

þQbða
n; an; lÞ

XM
m¼lþ1

pm. ð8Þ

Hence, the encoding rate that results in the
maximum quality can be expressed as the optimiza-
tion problem:

a� ¼ argmax
an
fQ̄bða

n; lÞg

Subject to :
XM
m¼0

pm ¼ 1. ð9Þ

Solving this optimization problem requires an
approximation of Qb(c,a

n,l). Instead of storing
sample points of Qb (c,a

n,l) for every possible value
of c and an, we propose to normalize both the rate
and quality:

rate_norm ¼
c

an
,

PSNR_norm ¼
Qbðc; a

n; lÞ �Qbð0; a
n; lÞ

Qbðan; an; lÞ �Qbð0; an; lÞ
. (10)

Fig. 6 shows sample points of the normalized
Qb(c,a

n,l), i.e., of PSNR_norm as a function of
rate_norm, for five enhancement layer coding rates
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an (1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2Mbps) for shots of
different motion activity levels from Star Wars IV.
For a given motion activity level, the plotted values
of different an values can be reasonably approxi-
mated using a single polynomial function. Only for
the case an

¼ 2Mbps for low motion activity is a
noticeable modeling error incurred. For low motion
activity shots, i.e., lp2, the PFGS codec encodes
many macroblocks with motion estimation from the
reconstructed enhancement layer of the previous
frame. Hence, any reduction in the enhancement
layer transmission rate results in more quality
degradation compared to the same rate reduction
for video shots with higher motion activity levels.
This effect results in a reduced normalized quality
improvement (for the encoding with an

¼ 2Mbps
compared to other encodings with an+1oan) for a
normalized additional rate; see Fig. 6(a). This effect
diminishes as the motion activity level of the video
shot increases, where more activity in the video
shots results in more macroblocks encoded with
motion estimation from the reconstructed base
layer. The proposed normalization suggests that
the values of Qb(c,a

n,l) for all c and an values, for a
given motion activity level l can be reduced into a
single polynomial. This implies that for a given
video sequence, any reduction in the enhancement
layer rate by a specific ratio results in a similar
quality degradation, independent of the original
encoding rate an.

4. Proposed scalable simulcasting mechanisms

In this section, we outline the proposed adaptive
video streaming mechanisms for the different video
streaming scenarios, namely unicast streaming,
multiplexing of several unicast streams sharing
limited network resources, and multicast. The
performance of these proposed streaming mechan-
isms is evaluated in Section 5.

4.1. Unicast (point-to-point) streaming

We optimally select the encoding rate a* of the
PFGS enhancement layer from a set of pre-encoded
encoding rates an, n ¼ 1, y, N, according to the
motion activity level of the underlying video shot.
For the optimization, sample points of Qb(r,a

n,l)
can be stored in the video server and be used for
linear piece-wise approximation for curve fitting.
This avoids the large storage overhead of the
difference curves (shown in Fig. 3), which require
sample points for every pair of video encodings. In
addition, the motion activity level descriptors l for
each video shot need to be accessed by the video
server so that the optimizer can consider the visual
content in adaptation. This amount of additional
storage of sample points Qb(r,a

n,l) for n ¼ 1, y, N,
and for the different values of the content descrip-
tors l is negligible compared to the actual storage of
the pre-encoded video streams. More specifically in
the case of the motion activity as content descriptor,
where l can take on the values l ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5,
we store sample points of Qb(r,a

n,l) for n ¼ 1,y, N

and l ¼ 1,y, 5. We do not store Qb(r,a
n,l) for each

video shot. Instead, a given video shot is character-
ized by its motion activity level l and the sample
points corresponding to that l value.

In the case of adaptation of the enhancement
layer rate an, the streaming optimizer estimates N

quality values Qb(r,a
n,l), n ¼ 1, y, N, correspond-

ing to the number of different enhancement layer
encodings, and then selects the enhancement layer
encoding with the largest reconstruction quality.
This optimization detects the critical points of Fig. 3
and switches the video transmission to the encod-
ings providing better visual quality. Similarly, in the
case of adaptation of the base layer rate bk, the
optimizer estimates K quality values corresponding
to the number of different base layer encodings and
selects the encodings with the largest reconstruction
quality. The case of adaptation of both an and bk

parameters (expressed in Eq. (4)) requires NK

quality estimations.

4.2. Proposed packet drop policies for multiplexing

unicast streams

We explain content-dependent packet drop po-
licies for pre-encoded PFGS unicast streams that
share a common networking resource, e.g., shared
bottleneck link, in this section. The considered
streaming context is based on video streams with a
prescribed enhancement layer encoding rate aj, a
prescribed transmission rate into the network rj, and
a network bottleneck R that requires the dropping
of some packets downstream. The basic idea of the
packet drop policies is that when multiple video
streams share a bottleneck communication link, it is
likely that the link buffer contains packets carrying
shots of diverse motion activity levels. As observed
in Figs. 5 and 6, the visual quality degradation
depends on the motion activity level. In the case of
rate regulation, the number of dropped packets
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from each video sequence can be specified using
different policies that exploit these content depen-
dencies. We introduce four rate regulation policies:
�
 Policy 1: random dropping of packets from the
video streams to meet the rate constraint R.

�
 Policy 2: equal packet loss ratios (or equal rate

regulation ratios) for the video streams.

�
 Policy 3: the packet loss ratios are governed by

the underlying shot activity level. The objective is
to achieve equal quality degradations for the
video streams. This can be implemented with a
simple algorithm that has access to the sample
points of Qbj

ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ, and linearly approximat-
ing between these sample points.

�
 Policy 4: the bit budget is distributed among the

video streams such that the average recon-
structed qualities are maximized, which can be
achieved with a greedy computational method.
The method evaluates every possible rate combi-
nation using the approximation of Qbj

ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ.
The global maximum point is located and used to
determine the optimal transmission rates rj for
each PFGS video stream.

Existing buffer management schemes employ either
policies 1 or 2, which do not need access to the
sample points of Qbj

ðrj ; aj ; ljÞ. On the other hand,
policies 3 and 4 require access to these points, which
can easily be exchanged to intermediate proxy
servers during connection setup.

4.3. Proposed quality-adaptive encoding rate

selection for multicasting

In this section, we propose an application layer
multicasting scheme for optimally selecting the
enhancement layer encoding rate an to maximize
the average reconstructed visual qualities at a group
of multicast receivers. Our optimization scheme
takes the rate constraints (number of subscribed
multicast channels) of the individual receivers into
consideration in the optimization; see Eq. (9). The
proposed quality-adaptation can be combined with
any of the previously reported multicast methods,
e.g., HALM [21,33], to improve the average recon-
structed qualities of pre-encoded PFGS streams by
considering the motion activity level of the video
sequence. The basic idea of the proposed encoding
rate selection is to periodically evaluate the multicast
layer rates cm with an existing multicasting scheme,
such as HALM, and then to find the encoding rate
a* that maximizes the average reconstructed qualities
at the receivers. More specifically, each receiver
estimates its expected bandwidth rj, which guaran-
tees TCP-friendly behavior of the video multicasting
scheme. The video server then receives these
bandwidth estimates every control period, and
specifies the multicast layer rates cm using a dynamic
programming technique [21]. These multicast layer
rates are specified based on the distribution of the
receiver rate estimates pm. A receiver joins the
multicasting group with a rate that best matches its
own. For each video sequence, the video server has
several pre-encoded encodings at different encoding
rates an, n ¼ 1, y, N. Eq. (10) is applied to
determine the normalized rate for each multicast
layer and encoding rate. By approximating the
curves of Fig. 6 (using polynomial coefficients),
the normalized quality degradation can be obtained.
The actual reconstruction quality for each multicast
layer is determined by storing sample points of
Q(an,an). For each available encoding rate, the average
reconstructed qualities are calculated using Eq. (8).
This method transmits the encoding with encoding
rate a* that produces the maximum average recon-
structed quality at the group of multicast receivers.

5. Performance evaluations

In this section, we conduct comprehensive simu-
lation experiments to evaluate the performance of
the proposed video streaming optimizers. We
particularly focus on presenting the average recon-
structed qualities for various motion activity levels.
The video sequences used in these simulations are
similar to those used in Sections 2 and 3, i.e., we use
200 shots with a wide range of visual content
extracted from the first 15min of Star Wars IV.

5.1. Simulcasting for point-to-point streaming

5.1.1. Comparison of optimal non-adaptive streaming

and adaptive bitstream switching

Two simulation experiments using PFGS streams
have been conducted with average TCP throughputs
(AVR_TCP) of 1 and 1.5Mbps, computed using an
equation based model as [34]

AVR_TCP ¼ 1:22
MTU

RTT
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Loss
p , (11)

where MTU denotes the packet size, RTT denotes
the round-trip-time, and Loss denotes the steady-
state drop rate. In each RTT, the video server
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computes the transmission rate using Eq. (11) and
determines the PFGS video stream with the
enhancement layer encoding rate a* that maximizes
the reconstructed quality. The packet loss ratios are
generated using a two-state Markov model [35]. The
video server receives the receiver report every RTT,
set to 500ms. Simulations using real Internet traces
or using the ns-2 simulator are a topic for future
research. The video server stores N different PFGS
encodings with the enhancement layer encoding
rates an:

aN ¼ 2Mbps and an ¼ anþ1 � 0:25, (12)

where n ¼ 1,y, N�1, and the maximum value of N

is 8. For instance, if N ¼ 3, the video server has
three PFGS video streams with a1 ¼ 1.5Mbps,
a2 ¼ 1.75Mbps, and a3 ¼ 2Mbps. In general, for
a given N, the setting an ¼ aN n/N for n ¼ 1, y., N

results in an equal spread of the enhancement layer
coding rates. The adaptive bitstream switching is
done at I-frames, whereby an I frame is coded every
25 frames. Note that bitstream switching is only
required when there is a change in the transmission
rate (computed every round trip time RTT) or a
change in the motion activity (computed or accessed
from the storage at the beginning of the video shot).
We believe that this type of bitstream switching
achieves a compromise between switching complex-
ity and improving the reconstructed quality.

The average reconstructed quality as a function
of the number of enhancement layer rates N is
shown in Fig. 7(b). As the number N of stored
encodings increases, the average reconstructed
quality increases. The performance of the adaptive
transmission reaches a peak value at a relatively
small number of 4–6 stored encodings. Storing more
encodings (with lower an) brings only negligible
performance improvement. In addition, Fig. 7(a)
shows the performance of the non-adaptive
video transmission scheme. We observe that by
encoding the video with enhancement layer coding
rate an

¼ 2Mbps and then streaming this encoding
with an average transmission rate of 1Mbps,
coding inefficiencies of up to 1.8 dB are incurred
over selecting the optimal encoding rate of
an
¼ 0.75Mbps. Generally, the optimal a* for the

non-adaptive transmission scheme depends on the
average throughput of the transmission channel,
which is impossible to predict for an entire movie
delivered over time-varying channels typical for
wireless networks and the Internet. Comparing the
peak values in Fig. 7(a) and (b) (keeping in mind the
different PSNR ranges of the two plots), we observe
that the proposed adaptive scheme achieves about
0.8 dB improvement over the best non-adaptive
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scheme. We thus conclude that for time-varying
channels, it is beneficial to have multiple PFGS
encodings with different enhancement layer coding
rates an.

5.1.2. Comparison of adaptive switching of PFGS

streams with simulcasting of non-scalable streams

We compare conventional simulcasting that uses
single layer codings of different quality levels with
our proposed simulcasting using scalable layer
coding, such as the PFGS scheme. We have selected
the quantization scale values q ¼ 4, 10, and 24 in
MPEG-4 Part 2 coding which give average PSNRs
of about 36, 32, and 28 dB, referred to in the
following as high quality (HQ), medium quality
(MQ), and low quality (LQ) encodings, to generate
single layer streams of different quality. We regulate
the transmission rate of the single layer video
streams using frame dropping. Two B-frames are
coded between I-frame and/or P-frame, which
allows for about 50% regulation of the originally
coded bitstream. Fig. 8A shows the RD curves for
these single layer encodings in addition to the curves
for the PFGS encoding with enhancement layer
encoding rates an

¼ 0.5 and 1Mbps. In our com-
parison of MPEG-4 simulcast and PFGS, we
generate the MPEG-4 base (I and P frame) streams
with higher bit rate in order to compensate for the
higher compression efficiency in the base layer of
PFGS. The observations drawn for the thus
obtained results hold in general and are not codec
dependent, as demonstrated by our subsequent
verification experiments with SVC.

The results in Fig. 8A indicate that the visual
content, such as the motion activity level, plays a
key role in determining the best simulcast coding,
which provides improvement for the reconstruction
quality. We observe from Fig. 8A(a) that for low
motion activity levels (such as activity level l ¼ 2),
simulcasting using single layer coding is more
efficient for HQ, MQ, and LQ encodings. This is
mainly because B-frame dropping, used for rate
regulation of single layer coding, can be effectively
concealed by an elementary copying scheme, which
we employ as it provides low-complexity error
concealment at the receiver. (Sophisticated error
concealment schemes, such as [37,38], can at the
expense of increased receiver complexity improve
the reconstructed video quality and shift the curves
for the non-scalable coding in Fig. 8A somewhat
up.) However, for medium to high motion activity
levels, the superiority of simulcasting using single
layer coding is not guaranteed for many quality
levels and many video transmission rates, as
illustrated in Fig. 8A(b). There is a transmission
rate, where switching between simulcasting using
single layer and PFGS coding is beneficial, see the
rate of the intersection point between the solid and
dotted lines in Fig. 8A. The design of a system that
can switch the video transmission from non-scalable
coding to FGS scalability is presented in [4] by using
neural network technology. A potential extension of
this neural network-switching scheme to other
single layer and scalable layer coding can be
implemented as future work.

5.1.3. Verification experiments for SVC

The new SVC encoder has significantly higher
coding efficiency for layered scalable and FGS
encodings. Therefore, we verify our simulcast
principles with this new encoder. We select high
R-D efficiency encoding settings for the single-layer
encodings. SVC employs hierarchical B-frames for
single-layer encoding, which result in temporal
scalability. For our experiments, we use 15 B-frames
in between the key pictures (I- or P-frames) with
only one I-frame at the beginning of each video
shot. This number of hierarchical B-frames results
in five temporal layers, which can be dropped to
adapt the bit rate and are replaced by frame
duplication. The quality of each duplicated frame
is computed using the Y-PSNR value based on the
duplicated frame and the original frame. This
simple quality measure reflects to an extent the
subjective impression of human observers when
frames are dropped for rate adaptation. For low
motion scenes, successive frames are similar and
therefore the duplicated frames and the original
frames are similar, resulting in a high PSNR value.
On the other hand, if there is high motion activity
then the duplicated frames and the original frames
are quite different, and the computed PSNR value is
low. The averaging of all PSNR values of a
reconstructed stream with dropped temporal layers,
or equivalently with duplicated frames, reflects the
quality loss incurred by frame duplication.

All video shots in each motion activity class are
encoded and the single-layer RD curves that include
rate adaptation points are averaged over all shots.
We depict these curves in Fig. 8B for quantizer
parameters (QP) 32, 40, and 48 for motion activity
classes 2 and 4. The RD point corresponding to the
single-layer encoding without temporal layer
dropping is the top right point of each curve.
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When temporal layers are dropped, the average bit
rate is reduced as well as the average quality. We
observe this behavior when traversing the curves
from top right to bottom left, with the last point
representing the RD point of the temporal base
layer that only consists of I and P key pictures. RD
points in between two RD points on these curves
can be obtained by partially dropping B-frames
belonging to a particular temporal layer instead of
dropping the entire temporal layer. This allows for
finer adjustments of the bit rate. We observe that
the slope of these curves increases with the motion
activity. The reason for this is that for low motion,
frames are similar and frame duplication results in a
lower average quality drop compared to the high
motion situation where frame duplication results in
more noticeable differences. At the same time, the
bit rate significantly decreases with each dropped
temporal layer, resulting in the observed slope
behavior.
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Simulcasting three single-layer streams is less
efficient because redundancies exist among the three
streams. SVC supports coarse grain scalability (CGS)
through interlayer prediction tools to reduce these
redundancies, resulting in a layered scalable bit-
stream. We encode each shot with CGS employing
QPs 48, 40, and 32. Averaging the bit rates and
qualities over each shot in each motion activity class
results in the CGS curves depicted in Fig. 8B
alongside the single-layer curves. Again, we drop
temporal layers to obtain the RD points of each
curve in the same manner as for the single-layer
encodings. There is, however, a noticeable drop in
RD efficiency compared to single-layer encoding
when each single-layer curve is individually compared
to the corresponding CGS quality layer, e.g., we
compare the single-layer encoding with QP ¼ 32 with
the CGS quality layer obtained for QP ¼ 32, which is
standard in the SVC coding efficiency literature.
However, the bit rate for CGS layer QP ¼ 32 also
supports the lower quality layers and hence the
functionality is not comparable to single-layer cod-
ing. A fair comparison is to simulcast the three single-
layer streams and to consider the aggregated bit rate
when comparing to CGS. This would reveal the bit
rate advantage of CGS compared to single-layer
encoding for the same supported quality layer
scalability. We do not provide curves for this
comparison in Fig. 8B, because our goal is to switch
between individual single-layer streams and not the
simulcasting of all single-layer streams. Therefore,
given the lower RD efficiency of CGS for this
particular application, we do not further consider
CGS in the discussion of this experiment.

In the next experiment, we employ SVC FGS with
the same hierarchical B-frame structure as for the
single-layer encodings and three FGS layers. The
FGS base layer has QP ¼ 48. Each video shot is
encoded this way and subsequently bitstreams are
extracted. The bit rates and average qualities of all
video shots of a motion activity class are averaged
and result in the FGS curves in Fig. 8B. We observe
from Fig. 8B that the FGS curves intersect the
single-layer curves. This means that switching
between single-layer streams and FGS streams
would result in a better average quality for a given
bit rate, as for PFGS in Fig. 8A. (For motion
activity 1, not shown due to space constraints, the
FGS and single layer curves do not intersect; hence
switching is limited to the single-layer streams.
However, the optimal design of such a switching
application could involve more FGS streams with
FGS base layers that are optimally chosen with
switching in mind.)

The simulation results with SVC reported in
Fig. 8B demonstrate that our proposed adaptive
bitstream switching can be implemented with SVC
(JSVM 7.13) by generating multiple encodings with
various enhancement layer encoding rates. This can be
achieved by applying two-pass encoding. In the first
pass, regular FGS (or AR-FGS) coding is used to
generate a frame based analysis of the enhancement
layer rate distribution. In the second pass, a specific
encoding with a particular enhancement layer rate
(which is represented by a in our notation) is
optimized using the analysis data file of the first phase.

5.1.4. Comparison of PFGS and FGS

Different bit plane coding schemes, such as FGS
and PFGS, use different control methods in motion
prediction and therefore have different impacts on
the reconstruction quality, which we examine
averaged for each motion activity level. To avoid
the dependency of the reconstruction quality on the
base layer coding, the performance evaluation is
based on two difference metrics extracted from the
transmission rate and the reconstruction quality:
(i) The difference between the transmission rate and
the base layer rate and (ii) the difference between the
reconstructed quality of the enhancement layer at
the transmission rate and the reconstruction
quality of the base layer. Fig. 9 shows a comparison
between FGS and PFGS streams, coded with
an
¼ 0.5, 1, and 2Mbps.
We observe from Fig. 9 that, in general, PFGS

streams with a transmission rate of an give better
reconstruction quality than FGS streams for any
motion activity level due to using two prediction
loops at the PFGS codec; compare the upper right
end points of the dotted lines to the corresponding
points on the solid lines in Fig. 9. The PFGS curves
are generated by uniformly truncating the enhance-
ment layer transmission rate between 0 and an. For
an
¼ 0.5 and 1Mbps, the PFGS reconstructed

qualities are better than the corresponding FGS
reconstructed qualities for any enhancement layer
transmission rate in the range from 0 to an.
However, for an

¼ 2Mbps, the reconstructed quality
of FGS is better than PFGS for any enhancement
layer transmission rate in the range from 0 to the
intersection point between the FGS curve and PFGS
curve with an

¼ 2Mbps in Fig. 9. We notice that for
lower motion activity video sequences, the intersec-
tion point is closer to an

¼ 2. The similarity between
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FGS and PFGS for video sequences containing high
motion activity level cannot be demonstrated since
we are truncating the PFGS stream in order to meet
the required transmission rate. The design of a video
server switching scheme to select between FGS to
PFGS streams to improve the reconstruction quality
can be implemented using a neural network similar
to the technique proposed in [17].

5.2. Packet drop policies for multiplexing unicast

streams

This section evaluates the four dropping policies
outlined in Section 4.2 through simulation experi-
ments with average TCP throughputs of 2, 3, 4, and
5Mbps. For simplicity, four PFGS video streams
share the communication resources, which we
derived from the video shots of Star Wars IV as
follows. An encoding with enhancement layer
encoding rate of an

¼ 2Mbps forms the basis
for the streams. Four streams with enhancement
layer transmission rates (at the server) of rj ¼ 1.75,
1.5, 1.25, and 1Mbps are extracted from this
an
¼ 2Mbps encoding. We adapt this streaming with

the different transmission rates from the same
encoding and do not employ the adaptive encoding
parameter selection of Section 4.1 (i.e., do not select
the optimal a* and b*) to study in isolation the
effects of the dropping policies; the adaptive rate
selection of encoding rate parameters and the
adaptive dropping examined here could be combined
for improved efficiency. In order to create random-
ness similar to user demands, the start time of
transmitting the video streams differs by 1min: the
video stream with 1.75Mbps starts at the initial
simulation time, the stream with 1.5Mbps at 1min,
and so on. The rate regulation policy takes place
every RTT ( ¼ 500ms). The following results repre-
sent the average over the 15min of Star Wars IV.

We found that the first three policies achieve very
close average reconstructed qualities PSNR_AVR.
This result can be attributed to the fact that these
drop policies are simulated over a bottleneck link of
the same rate constraint R, and to the relatively little
diversity in shot activity levels in the link buffer. It is
expected that increasing the number of video streams
sharing the bottleneck link can introduce sufficient
diversity in shot activity levels, such that rate
regulation policies 3 and 4, which consider shot
activity levels, achieve better average reconstructed
qualities. Policy 4 only achieved 0.15dB improve-
ment over the first three policies, which is a negligible
gain compared to the computational complexity of
maximizing the average reconstructed qualities. We
conclude that the different policies achieve approxi-
mately the same average reconstructed quality.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, policies 1 and 4 are
random in nature, so that the quality fairness index
for each PFGS video stream depends on the rate
constraints of the link expressed by the AVR_TCP;
see Eq. (11). On the other hand, policy 2 rewards
low bit rate videos with higher fairness indices
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compared to higher bit rate videos. In other words,
the quality degradation for low bit rate video is
reduced, while the quality degradation for high bit
rate video is increased. As observed from Fig. 10(b),
policy 3 achieves equality in the fairness indices
among all PFGS video streams, i.e., the recon-
structed qualities of each video stream are degraded
fairly (by the same quality degradation ratios).

5.3. Encoding rate selection for multicast PFGS

stream

Three separate simulation experiments were con-
ducted to comprehensively evaluate the multicasting
scenario. In these simulations, we focus on the
performance comparison between FGS, PFGS with
a single encoding, and adaptive PFGS with multiple
encodings, as explained in Section 4.3. We consider
the average additional quality improvements to the
base layer quality. The receiver bit rates are
randomly selected between 0.5 and 1.75Mbps using
a uniform distribution and the performance evalua-
tions are averaged over 1000 runs of these receiver
distributions. The multicasting layer rates are
distributed according to two different policies: (a)
uniformly distributed in the range of receiver rates
(denoted as ra1) and (b) receiver rates are sorted
and the multicast layer rates are selected to evenly
split this ordered list (denoted as ra2). Policy ra2 is
very similar to the dynamic technique proposed in
[21,33]. As shown in the following results, the
problem of determining the multicast layer rates is
orthogonal to our approach of selecting the optimal
encoding for transmission. The enhancement layer
encoding rates for the adaptive PFGS multicasting
are set according to Eq. (12).

The first simulations target the impact of the
number of encodings N on the performance of
the adaptive PFGS multicasting. Fig. 11 is for the
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layered multicasting scenario using 8 receivers and
M ¼ 4 multicast layers for FGS streams, single
PFGS streams (with an

¼ 1, 1.25, and 1.5Mbps),
and adaptive PFGS with different encodings
and shows the quality improvement as a func-
tion of the number of encodings N used in the
adaptive PFGS multicasting. PFGS streaming
using adaptive or non-adaptive multicasting techni-
ques achieves better reconstruction quality than
FGS streaming. Increasing the number N of
encodings beyond 6 versions has minor impact on
the quality improvement of adaptive PFGS stream-
ing. We observe in this experiment as well as
subsequent experiments that policy ra2 for dynami-
cally selecting the multicast layer rates gives an
average quality improvement of 0.2 dB compared to
a simple policy, such as ra1. Compared to the best
single PFGS streaming (with an

¼ 1Mbps) and
FGS streaming, an additional quality of 0.54 and
1.55 dB, respectively, is achieved (either using policy
ra1 or policy ra2), if N ¼ 6 PFGS encodings are
used.

The second simulations address the influence of
increasing the number of multicast layers M on the
average reconstruction quality. In these simulations,
the number of receivers is increased to 16 and the
number of encodings for adaptive PFGS streaming
is fixed at N ¼ 5 encodings. Fig. 12 shows the
additional quality improvement to the base layer
quality for FGS streams, single PFGS streams
(with an
¼ 1 and 1.25Mbps), and adaptive PFGS

streaming. The results demonstrate that the visual
quality monotonically increases as the number of
multicast layers M increases regardless of the used
policy to determine the multicast layer rates, which
is consistent with the Theorem presented in [21].
Using more than M ¼ 6 multicast layers in this
scenario has a minor impact on the reconstruction
quality. Adaptive PFGS streaming can maintain at
least a 0.5 dB improvement to the optimal single
PFGS stream and maintain at least a 1.3 dB
improvement to FGS streams.

The last simulations are conducted to evaluate the
impact of the number of receivers on the average
reconstruction quality. Fig. 13 considers a multi-
casting scenario with M ¼ 4 for FGS streams, single
PFGS streams (with an

¼ 1 and 1.25Mbps), and
adaptive PFGS streaming (with N ¼ 5). The aver-
age reconstruction quality exhibits inconsistent
variations for a small number of 2 or 4 receivers
(likely due to lacking accuracy for such a small
number of receivers), but stabilizes for 8 or more
receivers. Fig. 14 shows the reconstructed qualities
of the proposed adaptive PFGS with respect to the
number of encodings for multicasting scenarios with
a variable number of receivers. We consistently
observe that for these scenarios with 8 or more
receivers, an increasing number of encodings
provides improved quality up to about 6 encodings,
where the quality improvement levels out.
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Fig. 14. The additional quality gain for adaptive PFGS as

function of the number of encodings (N) in the case of M ¼ 4

multicast layers and different numbers of receivers.
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6. Conclusion

We have developed and evaluated a suite of
network-aware adaptive bitstream switching poli-
cies for the streaming of pre-encoded fine granular
scalable coded videos. Our suite encompasses bit-
stream switching policies for the adaptive streaming
of an individual unicast stream, an adaptive packet
dropping scheme for the fair multiplexing of multi-
ple unicast streams over a shared bottleneck link, as
well as for the adaptive multicasting of a video
stream. The adaptive bitstream switching policies
consider both the visual content variability and
network bandwidth fluctuations. The adaptive bit-
stream switching policy for unicast streaming selects
an appropriate pre-encoding from a number of
stored coding versions of the video and improves
the reconstructed video quality by 0.8 dB compared
to the best non-adaptive scheme for a 200 scene shot
sequence from Star Wars IV. Our performance
analysis of content-dependent packet drop policies
for unicast streams that share a bottleneck link
considers policies utilizing the available bit budget
by either randomly dropping video packets, equal-
izing the packet drop among shared video streams,
equalizing the quality degradation among shared
video streams, or optimizing the average recon-
structed quality. The performance is evaluated using
the average reconstructed quality and a quality-
based fairness index. We have found that the
policies give comparable average reconstructed
quality, but only the policy equalizing the quality
degradation achieves fair quality degradations. In
addition, our adaptive multicast bitstream switching
policy achieves improvements of an additional
0.54 dB for the 200 shot Star Wars IV sequence by
storing multiple coding versions of a video and
selecting the appropriate pre-encoding according to
the network condition of the current multicasting
tree and the underlying visual content. Overall, our
suite of adaptive bitstream switching policies under-
scores that motion-related visual content shows a
high correlation with the reconstructed qualities for
video streaming over heterogeneous networks such
as P2P overlay networks deployed over the Internet
and wireless networks. Future work can extend this
framework by investigating other visual content
descriptors and the latest medium granularity
scalability mode (MGS) of the SVC extension of
H.264/AVC.
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